{"id":198,"date":"2023-10-11T15:24:17","date_gmt":"2023-10-11T09:54:17","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/?page_id=198"},"modified":"2023-10-11T15:24:17","modified_gmt":"2023-10-11T09:54:17","slug":"about-us","status":"publish","type":"page","link":"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/about-us\/","title":{"rendered":"About Us"},"content":{"rendered":"\n<p>Hello, Dear friends, Welcome to PDF File24 also, we are happy you want to know something more about our site<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>So, basically, nowadays people are more dependent on online products and services that&#8217;s why we also, take forward a step to help you.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Our first wish is to provide you with a better solution to solve your problem. So, kindly if you don&#8217;t get any solution then mention it in the comment section.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Also, we are trying to provide fresh &amp; latest content that provides you ideas about all updated information that&#8217;s happening in the world.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>In the below section you can get more ideas about our site like our website category and content category.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>If you have additional questions or require more information about our About Us Page, do not hesitate to contact us through email at <strong>kv45709@gmail.com<\/strong><\/p>\n\n\n\n<div id=\"ez-toc-container\" class=\"ez-toc-v2_0_64 counter-hierarchy ez-toc-counter ez-toc-grey ez-toc-container-direction\">\n<div class=\"ez-toc-title-container\">\n<p class=\"ez-toc-title \" >Table of Contents<\/p>\n<span class=\"ez-toc-title-toggle\"><a href=\"#\" class=\"ez-toc-pull-right ez-toc-btn ez-toc-btn-xs ez-toc-btn-default ez-toc-toggle\" aria-label=\"Toggle Table of Content\"><span class=\"ez-toc-js-icon-con\"><span class=\"\"><span class=\"eztoc-hide\" style=\"display:none;\">Toggle<\/span><span class=\"ez-toc-icon-toggle-span\"><svg style=\"fill: #999;color:#999\" xmlns=\"http:\/\/www.w3.org\/2000\/svg\" class=\"list-377408\" width=\"20px\" height=\"20px\" viewBox=\"0 0 24 24\" fill=\"none\"><path d=\"M6 6H4v2h2V6zm14 0H8v2h12V6zM4 11h2v2H4v-2zm16 0H8v2h12v-2zM4 16h2v2H4v-2zm16 0H8v2h12v-2z\" fill=\"currentColor\"><\/path><\/svg><svg style=\"fill: #999;color:#999\" class=\"arrow-unsorted-368013\" xmlns=\"http:\/\/www.w3.org\/2000\/svg\" width=\"10px\" height=\"10px\" viewBox=\"0 0 24 24\" version=\"1.2\" baseProfile=\"tiny\"><path d=\"M18.2 9.3l-6.2-6.3-6.2 6.3c-.2.2-.3.4-.3.7s.1.5.3.7c.2.2.4.3.7.3h11c.3 0 .5-.1.7-.3.2-.2.3-.5.3-.7s-.1-.5-.3-.7zM5.8 14.7l6.2 6.3 6.2-6.3c.2-.2.3-.5.3-.7s-.1-.5-.3-.7c-.2-.2-.4-.3-.7-.3h-11c-.3 0-.5.1-.7.3-.2.2-.3.5-.3.7s.1.5.3.7z\"\/><\/svg><\/span><\/span><\/span><\/a><\/span><\/div>\n<nav><ul class='ez-toc-list ez-toc-list-level-1 ' ><li class='ez-toc-page-1 ez-toc-heading-level-2'><a class=\"ez-toc-link ez-toc-heading-1\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/about-us\/#What_is_Our_Goal\" title=\"What is Our Goal?\">What is Our Goal?<\/a><ul class='ez-toc-list-level-3' ><li class='ez-toc-heading-level-3'><a class=\"ez-toc-link ez-toc-heading-2\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/about-us\/#What_is_our_Service\" title=\"What is our Service?\">What is our Service?<\/a><\/li><li class='ez-toc-page-1 ez-toc-heading-level-3'><a class=\"ez-toc-link ez-toc-heading-3\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/about-us\/#About_PDF_File24\" title=\"About PDF File24\">About PDF File24<\/a><\/li><li class='ez-toc-page-1 ez-toc-heading-level-3'><a class=\"ez-toc-link ez-toc-heading-4\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/about-us\/#Admins_Statement_for_PDF_File24\" title=\"Admin&#8217;s Statement for PDF File24\">Admin&#8217;s Statement for PDF File24<\/a><\/li><li class='ez-toc-page-1 ez-toc-heading-level-3'><a class=\"ez-toc-link ez-toc-heading-5\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/about-us\/#Admins_Contact_Information\" title=\"Admin&#8217;s Contact Information\">Admin&#8217;s Contact Information<\/a><\/li><\/ul><\/li><\/ul><\/nav><\/div>\n<h2 class=\"wp-block-heading\"><span class=\"ez-toc-section\" id=\"What_is_Our_Goal\"><\/span><strong>What is Our Goal?<\/strong><span class=\"ez-toc-section-end\"><\/span><\/h2>\n\n\n\n<p>There are millions of websites created every day, also, there is much fake content spread on the internet.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>So, Our main goal is to provide you with 100% Original and Safe content that provides you a great and better experience on the world wide web.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>We mainly focus on our service so and improving it regularly to provide a better user experience to all users.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Basically, we focus on the PDF niche so, our main priority is to search for new content and present it in front of you to learn something new.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\"><span class=\"ez-toc-section\" id=\"What_is_our_Service\"><\/span><strong>What is our Service?<\/strong><span class=\"ez-toc-section-end\"><\/span><\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>We are mainly focused on the PDF category so, we provide PDF related content if you are interested in the PDF category then you can visit daily to get more latest information.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>PDF File24 Me Aap Sabhi Tarah Ki Hindi PDF Download Kar Sakte Hai.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>On our website PDF File24 you get can all PDF related information also, we focus on many other categories and we hope you like also, the content of other categories that are maintained on our website. So, you can visit our website homepage to know all category details here you can visit our homepage Click here &#8211;><a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/\" data-type=\"link\" data-id=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/\">PDF File24<\/a>.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Also, we provide a Notification update service you can join by email and other Social Media Platforms, and all Links you can get on the Homepage visit now. <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/\" data-type=\"link\" data-id=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/\">PDF File24<\/a><\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\"><span class=\"ez-toc-section\" id=\"About_PDF_File24\"><\/span><strong>About PDF File24<\/strong><span class=\"ez-toc-section-end\"><\/span><\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>As you can see already we mention what is our goal and Service again we repeat that we mainly focus on PDF Category to help people.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>This Website is Created By PDF File24 to help people because many people are still spending hours of time to get exact information so, this is the only motive to create <a>PDF File24 to help people and provide them a better web experience. Also, This About Us Page is Generated With Soumya hel<\/a>p.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Now, the time is to know about the Admin Details of this website, so, now we have to go down to know about Admin details.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\"><span class=\"ez-toc-section\" id=\"Admins_Statement_for_PDF_File24\"><\/span><strong>Admin&#8217;s Statement for PDF File24<\/strong><span class=\"ez-toc-section-end\"><\/span><\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>As per my point of view, there are many people who visit the internet to get some information but 90% of the time they get wrong information so, the first priority of our website PDF File24 is to provide 100% legit and accurate information to our users, Also, I hope my dream comes true one day, and our website will provide Original Content to provide a better user experience. So, From my Side thanks for visiting our website.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<h3 class=\"wp-block-heading\"><span class=\"ez-toc-section\" id=\"Admins_Contact_Information\"><\/span><strong>Admin&#8217;s Contact Information<\/strong><span class=\"ez-toc-section-end\"><\/span><\/h3>\n\n\n\n<p>Hi, this Aditya, in the above paragraph you know about the website properly and now I am going to provide my contact details.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>If you have any problem &amp; suggestions for this website then you can contact me by using following contact details.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<figure class=\"wp-block-table\"><table><tbody><tr><td>Name<\/td><td>Aditya<\/td><\/tr><tr><td>Email<\/td><td><strong>kv45709@gmail.com<\/strong><\/td><\/tr><tr><td>Facebook Id<\/td><td><a href=\"kv45709@gmail.com\"><strong>kv45709@gmail.com<\/strong><\/a><\/td><\/tr><tr><td>Twitter Id<\/td><td><strong><a href=\"kv45709@gmail.com\">kv45709@gmail.com<\/a><\/strong>\/<\/td><\/tr><tr><td>Instagram Id<\/td><td><a href=\"kv45709@gmail.com\"><strong>kv45709@gmail.com<\/strong><\/a><\/td><\/tr><\/tbody><\/table><\/figure>\n\n\n\n<p>These details are my personal Account details if you want to contact me then you can contact me by the above platform.<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>Finally, this is our complete about us page about details are showing what is the motive to create PDF File24. Also, this page is generated by Soumya Help About Us Generator<\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>If you want to contact us then you can email us at kv45709@gmail.com also, you can contact us by our contact us form. Go to homepage &#8211;&gt; <a href=\"pdffile24.in\">PDF File24<\/a><a href=\"https:\/\/soumyahelp.com\/about-us-generator\/\" target=\"_blank\" rel=\"noopener\">.<\/a><\/p>\n\n\n\n<p>&#8220;Thanks for visiting our About Us Page&#8221;<\/p>\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>Hello, Dear friends, Welcome to PDF File24 also, we are happy you want to know something more about our site So, basically, nowadays people are more dependent on online products &#8230; <\/p>\n<p class=\"read-more-container\"><a title=\"About Us\" class=\"read-more button\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/about-us\/#more-198\" aria-label=\"More on About Us\">Read more<\/a><\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":1,"featured_media":0,"parent":0,"menu_order":0,"comment_status":"closed","ping_status":"closed","template":"","meta":{"footnotes":""},"jetpack_sharing_enabled":true,"jetpack-related-posts":[],"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/pages\/198"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/pages"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/page"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/1"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=198"}],"version-history":[{"count":0,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/pages\/198\/revisions"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdffile24.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=198"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
